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QUOTE OF THE MONTH:ı

“SMU Sailing Club was the family who saw me
though the highs and lows of university life.
Our successes come after years of hard work
directed towards a common vision, and
Building Everyone’s Expectation Realistically
keeps our motivation strong.”
- Alexi Lim Zongwei

Ladies
Helms
Race
5TH OCTOBERı

THE

month of October was off to a
good start with the sailing club
participating again in the 2013 edition
of the Ladies Helm Race co-organized
by Raffles Marina and the Singapore
Breast Cancer Society, aimed to raise
awareness of Breast Cancer and also to
support women suffering from this
ailment. If you remember how last year’s
white-sails racing went, things were
definitely more exciting this year with
spinnakers up and windward-leeward
courses. The club sent 5 lively teams, up
from 3 last year, with Samantha helming
MAD, Judith helming Quarterdeck,
Victoria on JMM, Pu Fang on Shengli
and Gwen on SMUXY. Unfortunately,
pink did not feature consistently on the
boats this time round. Beneficiaries of
the Breast Cancer Society were unable
to make the racing and only joined us
after!
Racing was blessed with decent winds
for most of the afternoon, turning soft
during the last downwind of the second
race. As expected, MAD was in all races
way ahead of everyone while
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LADIES HELMS RACE
Quarterdeck and JMM fought closely with
each other, Quarterdeck eventually
emerging the victor and achieving second
placing.
Racing aside, what made the weekend
more memorable was the good food,
music and free beer that came after.
Some highlights include the discovery of
freshman Isabel’s superb beer-drinking
power which brought her team to glory, as
well as having our sailors drink beer
gloriously from milk bottles, a sight to
behold.
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LADIES HELMS RACE
Any exciting moments/close
shaves during the races? (you
and judith were fighting it out right
haha)

An Interview with

VICTORIA M
KOH

Which boat did you sail on and
who were the crew on board?
Yujia, Lionel, Elliot, Alexi

How is your first regatta helming a
keelboat and how does that
compare to the Dinghys?
It was quite scary, to be honest. I came
in to SMU Sailing wanting to be a helm
but I hadn't taken into account that I
would need to be "in charge" and tell
my crew what to do. I think the thing
that "scares" (I don't have a better word)
me the most is being in charge of other
people. Sailing a dinghy, I rely a lot on
myself and my intuition and if I mess up,
it's on me and I'll just work harder for the
next few races. But when sailing with a
crew, I have to think about the rest of my
crew, where we don't always tend to
think alike, and I have to rely on them to
see things I can't see and trust them. It's
one thing to mess up when you're alone
and another to mess up with other
people on board. Getting used to
working in a team and communicating
my every thought was quite a challenge
because I wasn't used to it but I'm
thankful for Alexi who helped me out
throughout the races.

I think it was the second race where we
managed to overtake Quarterdeck by
gybing after rounding the upwind mark
and we passed them on the first
downwind. The wind was a lot better
outside so we strayed from the fleet
and held our position all the way to the
finish line. But in the last race, we tried
the exact same thing and got
completely owned by Quarterdeck. I
remember panicking when I saw them
on my tail and I was trying my best to
up them but my crew was telling me to
go down. I wasn't sure what to do so I
went down but we were being
covered and so we lost out. And
without and wind pressure on such a
low angle, we were barely moving. I
was really upset and I sat at the boat
quietly because I'd let my team down
but they were still rather chipper after
the race. It made me feel a lot better,
especially when we came back on
shore and I realized I hadn't done as
badly as I thought I did. It was a great
first regatta/crew though.

Any particular down-downs you'd
like to hand out to any one of
your crew?
One for everyone because they
secretly want it and another for Lionel
because he told me he was tired while
trimming the spin when there was no
wind haha.

What boat would you like to helm
next?
Platu, please! I am too short to see the
front of the J!

A TRIP TO

S
U
R
LA ZA
Island

By Chan Qing Huang

AH the thrill of adventure.
Before SMU Sailing went into hibernation
in preparation for finals, 8 EXTREMELY
brave sailors embarked on a trip during
recess week to where none have dared
venture before.

mastless J24 sitting at the front of G berth,
but that ain’t the case no more. Her
interior is clean, with extremely nice
floorboards for the bow, and there’s no
stale smell inside! Let’s hope she stays that
way.

The voyage would involve crossing busy
channels and navigating around
dangerous reefs, all while carrying
enough supplies of food and water for
the 2 day 1 night expedition.

The trip from Raffles Marina to Lazarus was
nothing other than smooth sailing. The
wind and currents were all in our favor,
and we got there in record time. We even
used the GPS and maps to avoid danger
areas like Cyrene Reef and that random
sand bank off Sentosa.

For this trip, we took SMU’s newest
addition to the fleet, Quarterdeck.
Many of you may remember it to be the

Upon reaching Lazarus Island, we took a
landing photo on the pontoon.
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A TRIP TO LAZARUS ISLAND
We also attempted to play with the Water
Blob, although that didn’t work out too well.
We’ll try it again on the next trip there!
(Watch it here if you haven’t!
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
v=245218288960263&set=vb.
100004162806201&type=3&theater)
After that, it was pretty much chillin’ all the
way.
At twilight, we set up our BBQ on the
pontoon and had a pretty good meal.
Although the storm moved in after an hour
or so, we simply relocated our entire set-up
to the sheltered area on land, and
continued with our feast.
And of course, fire skipping rope madness.
The next morning, we had breakfast
consisting of sausages, scrambled eggs and
hash browns, cooked by Chef Vince. Pretty
legit stuff. Then, it was pack up and head
home!
This Lazarus adventure is the first of many
adventure trips to come. So if you missed this
one, fret not, look out for the next
opportunity! Just make sure you get your
parents’ consent J
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CONSTANT WIND
BAHIA MATCH RACE
2013
This year’s Constant Wind Bahia Match
Race took place on the 9th and 10th of
November, after it was postponed from
early October. Due to the one month
delay, the original three boats that SMU
sailing intended to send dwindled to just
one, helmed by former bytechamp
Calvin Lim with Samantha and Pu Fang
as crew. If you remembered the regatta
photos from last year, one shot captured
Mok stepping on Aretha’s head as the
boat capsized (later discovered to be an
optical illusion). In the words of Calvin,
“one does not simply sail a bahia and
not flip it over”, and perhaps he is right.

place. If it couldn’t get any worse, winds
subsequently deteriorated further and
saw Calvin losing to maxi, only to discover
that it was because Maxi had a
comparatively smaller, and hence lighter
spin. Talk about feeling sour! Maxi for
some reason also capsized twice during
the regatta, after declaring that he will
never capsize. It was literally a “slugz
fest” (termed by none other than Calvin
Lim) over the two days with substantial
time spent on shore to await some
decent wind, and hence the opportunity
for a romantic getaway.

The Match Race this year brought in
sailors of all ages, with Anthony Kiong on
the high end of the spectrum and a
small primary-school-boy on the lower
end (Incidentally, both were sailing on
the same boat). Our sailors Justin and
Melissa were also seen sailing this regatta
on non-SMU boats.
As much as everyone prayed for good
winds and weather, the winds over the
two days were nothing short of
disappointing, a far cry from the
conditions last year. Beginning with 3
fleet races before proceeding on to the
match racing components, SMU missed
podium by just 1 position, in 4 th
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Sam & Zh en
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STARRY NIGHT
(HALL_OF_FAME)
2011

SEM 1: Samuel Yarhmeh Ong
SEM 2: Justin Siau

2012

SEM 1: Lionel Wee & Bryan Chan.
SEM 2: NOBODY
2013
SEM 1: Lionel Wee AGAIN

Starry Nite has always been the highlight of every Semester, and it
is no different this time round. Ever since the curry-puff-induced
staircase action by Yarh Meh in 2011, everyone has been
impatiently waiting for its re-enactment but was again met with
disappointment this semester, lamentably allowing YM to
graduate from his last starry night as a student rather gracefully.
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As with the past 2 semesters, all generations of sailors were gathered
around the usual table outside the basement café to celebrate the
evening with exuberance, perfected by two toilets and dustbins in close
proximity. The freshmen took on a proactive role by contributing
alcohol, and special mention goes to Isabel for contributing two!
With a big stash of alcohol, the crowd turned rowdy in no time, Qing
triumphantly knocking a box of nuggets out of Mok’s hands, only to earn
the ire of a very enraged Mok who ordered Qing to knock it down 40,
which he responded promptly. Calvin was also seen standing on the
table and splashing water, or was it alcohol, everywhere, exhibiting his
very beautiful-in-his-opinion boots-with-shorts ensemble for all to admire.
However, the contrast between weaklings and tanks has never been as
aptly illustrated as by Lionel Wee as he went down yet again this starry
night – attacked by Qing and consequently rolling down the concourse,
visiting multiple toilets, rejected by three cabs and had to be sent home
by PQ. A great start for the future Vice-President! The last time round his
brother was there to take care of him, this time round he had Judith, but
who understandably had trouble moving/dragging/transporting him
around.
Regrettably, the Baton has failed to pass this time round, and one can
only await eagerly for the next event or Starry Nite to ensure passage to
the freshmen!
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